C-20 BLACK HEADSET
Features for this headset include an extra thick ventilated cushion headpad and ear seals for maximum comfort, earphones wired in parallel for safety and reliability, adjustable boom microphone that can be placed on left or right side of mouth, and high performance noise cancelling microphones. Additional Features: • PU cord up to 5 feet long, shielded cable for near perfect E.M.I./R.F.I. protection • PU cord and plug configurations for specific aircraft • Lock nut construction for customized fit. Set it once it fits you right every time. • Earphones (300 ohms ea.) wired in parallel for safety and reliability. Earphones compatible with 150-1000 ohm systems. • Volume Control allows you to adjust to a comfortable level • Flexible tension boom assembly for more comfortable and precise microphone placement • Microphone Windscrew • Noise Reduction/Sensitivity: 21dB • PU cord and plug dual plug configurations for specific aircraft.

P/N 17-00238 .......................... $131.95

C-20 COBRA HEADSET
Features for this headset include an extra thick ventilated cushion headpad and ear seals for maximum comfort, earphones wired in parallel for safety and reliability, adjustable boom microphone that can be placed on left or right side of mouth, and high performance noise cancelling microphones. Additional Features: • PU cord up to 5 feet long, shielded cable for near perfect E.M.I./R.F.I. protection • PU cord and plug configurations for specific aircraft • Lock nut construction for customized fit. Set it once it fits you right every time. • Earphones (300 ohms ea.) wired in parallel for safety and reliability. Earphones compatible with 150-1000 ohm systems. • Volume Control allows you to adjust to a comfortable level • Flexible tension boom assembly for more comfortable and precise microphone placement • Microphone Windscrew • Noise Reduction/Sensitivity: 21dB • PU cord and plug dual plug configurations for specific aircraft.

P/N 17-00239 .......................... $135.75

AX-20 HEADSET
This headset helps to ensure four important goals of today’s airline communications: • safety • reliability • health protection • convenience. The hands of the pilot are completely free from any communication chores, thus ensuring full prompt response to all flight events. Thus, the headset contributes to flight safety. By being tightly, yet comfortably, positioned on the pilots head, above the ear, the headset allows to separate all important communications from cockpit noise, thus contributing to flight reliability. Noisy cockpit noises produce fatigue and stress on pilots. The headset nearly eliminates this problem, thus contributing to the pilots health protection. Comfort and convenience are evident by a simple look at AX20 — straight cord up to 5 feet long. Stirrup pivot assembly, such that cups can provide universal fit; Comfortable, extra tick, headpad cushioning; — cushioned ear seals for the best possible noise attenuation and comfort; Shielded cable for near perfect E.M.I./R.F.I. protection; Corrosion-proof chrome plated steel; — parallel earphone wiring; adjustable volume control; 150 to 10,000 ohms compatibility; Universal mike boom assembly for precise placement of microphone; High performance, noise cancelling microphone.

P/N 17-00233 .......................... $119.95

AX-40 HEADSET
This headset helps to ensure four important goals of today’s airline communications: • safety • reliability • health protection • convenience. The hands of the pilot are completely free from any communication chores, thus ensuring full prompt response to all flight events. Thus, the headset contributes to flight safety. By being tightly, yet comfortably, positioned on the pilots head, above the ear, the headset allows to separate all important communications from cockpit noise, thus contributing to flight reliability. Noisy cockpit noises produce fatigue and stress on pilots. The headset nearly eliminates this problem, thus contributing to the pilots health protection. Comfort and convenience are evident by a simple look at AX40 — straight cord up to 5 feet long. Stirrup pivot assembly, such that cups can provide universal fit; Comfortable, extra tick, headpad cushioning; — cushioned ear seals for the best possible noise attenuation and comfort; Shielded cable for near perfect E.M.I./R.F.I. protection; Corrosion-proof chrome plated steel; — parallel earphone wiring; adjustable volume control; 150 to 10,000 ohms compatibility; Universal mike boom assembly for precise placement of microphone; High performance, noise cancelling microphone.

P/N 17-00236 .......................... $124.95

FLIGHTCOM VENTURE 30 PASSIVE FIXED WING HEADSET
The Venture 30 Passive stereo headset combines affordability, quality, durability, and features for new pilots and passengers young and old. The 17 ounce weight, open-cell foam PVC ear seals, ventilated foam-rubber head pad, and shallow speaker design deliver adaptable fit. The 24dB passive NNR enables clear communication. A stereo/mono switch and single volume control optimize hearing. The powder-coated black headband matches natural black ear domes. P/N 11-10585 .......................... $109.00

FLIGHTCOM VENTURE 50 PASSIVE HEADSET
The 17 ounce weight, open-cell foam PVC ear seals, wide and comfortable air-pillow head pad, and shallow speaker design make it a very comfortable head pad. With 24dB passive NNR, you enjoy clear communication. A stereo/mono switch and dual volume controls optimize hearing. A powder-coated black headband complements the fresh look of onyx black ear domes. A lightweight carrying bag is included.

Fixed Wing .......................... P/N 11-10584 .......................... $129.00
Helicopter .......................... P/N 11-10583 .......................... $169.00

FLIGHTCOM VENTURE 70 PASSIVE FIXED WING HEADSET
This headset weighs a mere 17 ounces and comes with soft flexible ComLeather headband and wireal alternative polar-fleece head pad for long-wearing comfort. Like other Flightcom™ Venture series headsets, the Venture 70 provides a 24dB NNR barrier against cockpit noise. Dual volume controls with stereo/mono switch optimize hearing. The powder-coated black headband and carbon fiber print ear domes look professional in any cockpit. A lightweight carrying case is included.

P/N 11-10581 .......................... $169.00

FLIGHTCOM VENTURE 90 DUAL INPUT ANR HEADSET
Weighing in at 17 ounces with super-tick ComLeather ear seals and washable thick polar-fleece head pad, this headset is designed to maintain the comfort demanded by experienced pilots spending long hours in the left seat. With 24dB passive NNR and an additional 14-18dB ANR, noise won’t prevent you from hearing radio traffic or using your MP3 and your Sat/Cell phone through the dual-input battery box. Auxiliary inputs are muted when communications are received. The Sure Power system shuts off ANR to preserve battery life when no audio is present longer than 15 minutes. A stereo/mono switch and dual volume controls optimize hearing. The chrome headband with carbon fiber print ear domes put this into a class of its own with the latest in style complemented with outstanding features and reliability. Includes a heavy-duty padded carrying case.

Fixed Wing .......................... P/N 11-10580 .......................... $219.00
Helicopter .......................... P/N 11-10579 .......................... $249.00

FLIGHTCOM VENTURE 50 DUAL INPUT ANR HEADSET
The 17 ounce weight, open-cell foam PVC ear seals, wide and comfortable air-pillow head pad, and shallow speaker design make a very comfortable head pad. With 24dB passive NNR and an additional 14-18dB ANR, noise fatigue and clear communication shouldn’t be an issue. A stereo/mono switch and dual volume controls optimize hearing. A powder-coated black headband complements the fresh look of onyx black ear domes. A lightweight carrying bag is included. P/N 11-10582 .......................... $279.00

FLIGHTCOM VENTURE 90 DUAL INPUT ANR HEADSET
Weighing in at 17 ounces with super-tick ComLeather ear seals and washable thick polar-fleece head pad, this headset is designed to maintain the comfort demanded by experienced pilots spending long hours in the left seat. With 24dB passive NNR and an additional 14-18dB ANR, noise won’t prevent you from hearing radio traffic or using your MP3 and your Sat/Cell phone through the dual-input battery box. Auxiliary inputs are muted when communications are received. The Sure Power system shuts off ANR to preserve battery life when no audio is present longer than 15 minutes. A stereo/mono switch and dual volume controls optimize hearing. The chrome headband with carbon fiber print ear domes put this into a class of its own with the latest in style complemented with outstanding features and reliability. Includes a heavy-duty padded carrying case.

P/N 11-10578 .......................... $399.00